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INTRODUCING: THE NEXT GENERATION OF THE MEURAL CANVAS  

Meural ‘brings art to life’ with launch of 2.0 product, rebrand, and art library membership  

 

October 10th, 2017—NEW YORK, NY In a redoubling of the company’s efforts to bring the past, present, and future of art to 

walls across the world, Meural is proud to announce the second generation of its smart art frame, the Meural 

Canvas—alongside a comprehensive rebrand and a sustainable new membership model. The new Meural Canvas will be 

available for purchase on meural.com starting Tuesday, October 10th, 2017.  

 

Since the company’s founding in 2014, Meural has built both a pioneering hardware product, the Meural Canvas, and 

accompanying art library my.meural—a searchable, curated collection of tens of thousands of licensed artworks, designed to 

spark discovery and empower users with a new channel for customization in their homes. With Meural’s proprietary TrueArt 

technology (a blend of hardware, firmware, and algorithmic software), images are rendered as rich and vividly textured as a 

museum original.  

 

The dynamic digital canvas is simple to control using either Meural’s mobile app or gesture control; a wave of the hand 

allows users to browse individual artworks and curated playlists, and access settings. Users can customize settings through 

the app, as well as an online dashboard (my.meural.com)—such as favoriting works, curating and scheduling art playlists, 

and adjusting the Canvas’ light sensitivity via the ambient light sensor. Users can also upload their own artwork and 

photography, and use the Meural Canvas to display it instantly in a gallery-worthy format. 

 

The Meural Canvas is now available in three new designs, crafted from FSC-certified sustainably-sourced American 

hardwood: the Leonora ($595), made from poplar, available in black and white, and named for artist Leonora Carrington, 

and the Winslow ($695), a premium frame made from black walnut, named for painter Winslow Homer. Along with a 

redesigned user interface, each frame is now equipped with improved Wi-Fi capabilities, increased RAM, and automatic 

orientation match for display in both vertical and horizontal modes. Meural is poised to scale significantly in the year ahead, 

as the product makes its debut in brick and mortar retailers in the U.S, Canada, Europe, and Asia. 

 

Meural’s brand transformation is anchored by the reveal of a new logo, simultaneously referencing an artist’s palette and a 

stylized “Me” for Meural, and the announcement of purple as the new brand color—signifying the marriage of the worlds of 

art (red) and technology (blue). The new tagline, Bring art to life, refers to the way the Meural Canvas brings art from 

behind museum glass into everyday life, and instantly transforms a user’s wall into a dynamic platform for exploring and 

discovering the world of art. The rebrand spans a full website redesign, as well as a redesigned mobile app. 

 

“Over the past decade, we’ve seen emerging technologies breathe new life into almost all creative mediums—music, 

television, music—and herald new opportunities for their respective creators. Meural was born from the sentiment that visual 

art—one of the oldest forms of expression on earth—had been left behind by the tech world. We believed that there was a 

way to use technology to secure a thriving arts culture for the future, and to bring art into people’s everyday lives,” says 

Vladimir Vukicevic, Meural Co-Founder and CEO. 

  

“It’s 2017, and the art market is still off-limits to all but a select few. Our arts institutions are struggling to maintain the 

public’s limited attention and adapt to our rapidly evolving culture. Meural’s ultimate goal is to use our technology to bring 

art into every home, and to create lasting, fluid relationships between artists, arts institutions, and art lovers. We see the 

next generation of the Meural Canvas, the expansion our art library, and our new brand identity as significant steps towards 

achieving that vision.” 

 

In order to continue Meural’s commitment to its community and artists, the company has launched the Meural Membership at 

$4.95 a month ($39.95 annually). The membership model allows users access to Meural’s growing library of curated artwork 

 

http://www.meural.com/
http://my.meural.com/
http://my.meural.com/


 

at my.meural.com, and provides new monetization opportunities for artists. To date, Meural’s curatorial team has amassed 

an extensive catalogue of works sourced from top museums and cultural institutions, which includes the best of classics like 

Rembrandt and van Gogh, to NASA satellite imagery, to Condé Nast fashion photography, to boundary-pushing digital works 

by contemporary creators, and copyrighted works from the estates of artists like Georgia O’Keeffe, Marc Chagall, and 

Jackson Pollock. Each piece in the Meural collection that is not in the public domain is paid for through licensing deals with 

rights holders and individual artists.  

 

“We are building a platform that has the power to connect emerging artists to new audiences on a global scale—something 

that has never before been possible,” says Jerry Hu, Meural Co-Founder and CRO. “Within seconds, a work by an unknown 

artist can appear on thousands of walls around the world. For Meural users, the ability to continuously discover new art, and 

customize their space without limit, sets a new precedent for living with art, and establishes a sustainable new model of art 

patronage for the future.” 

  

“We’ve heard stories of people discovering a piece of art they love on their Meural Canvas, and then traveling to see the 

original in a museum. We’ve seen users buy an original piece from an artist whose work they found in our library,” says 

Vukicevic. “These are the type of stories that makes us believe in viability of this market, and give us confidence in the effect 

our product can have on people’s lives. With the newly unveiled Meural Canvas and a strengthened brand, we look forward to 

creating even more meaningful interactions between our users and art purveyors.” 

 

To learn more about Meural, visit meural.com, and explore Meural’s library at my.meural.com.  
### 

 

ABOUT MEURAL: 

Meural combines the best of art, technology, and design to create products that make us feel something. We are building a future in which art lives in 

every home, and everyone can become a patron of the arts.  

Our first product is the Meural Canvas: a smart frame designed with Meural’s proprietary TrueArt technology—a combination of hardware, firmware, and 

algorithmic software meticulously-engineered to display rich and vividly textured art and photography.  

The Meural Canvas can be easily controlled via gesture (a wave of the hand) or mobile app, and acts as a conduit to our expansive art library, 

my.meural.com—an expertly-curated and ever-growing collection of artworks sourced from the catalogues of leading museums, collections, and artists, 

and spanning the past, present, and future of art. 

Meural was founded in 2014 by longtime friends Vladimir Vukicevic and Jerry Hu, in response to the art community’s need for a dynamic and modern 

platform. Incubated out of an artists’ collective on New York’s Lower East Side, supporting artists remains central to the way we do business. The 

Meural Canvas now lives on thousands of walls across the world.  
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